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Notes From Gerald Clark and Ian Bozic 

Interview, February 2020 

Gerald Clark (GC) and Ian Bozic (Ian) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xgEAhva9pZM&t=1s 

Ian is from Slovenia and is now in UK.   

Ian: I started reading stories on the Annunaki seven years ago and I started reading 

books after seeing this on youtube.  

GC: you sent me a bunch of questions.   

Ian: you were raised as a protestant Christian and what made you see the bible 

from a different perspective and search for the origins of mankind? 

GC: I was raised and not pushed in religion as kids.  From the age of 7 to 12 I was 

southern Baptist and I wasn’t a critical thinker at that time.  By the time I was 14 I 

was a critical thinker and what people called God in the Old Testament I saw as 

mastering human controlling people.  I was suspicious and I found that often in life 

the truth and the lies are mixed together. It doesn’t matter where your truth comes 

from, the truth is the truth.  Sometimes you have to wipe it off and disinfect it 

because it has been masqueraded as a lie.  I saw historical truths in the Bible as 

well as genealogical truths as well chronological lies.  Go to the accounts of Adam 

to Noah and you will find different, slightly changed accounts almost like there is a 

genealogical family war, making one like the other.  It wasn’t consistent.  Look at 

Genesis 4 to 6 and you will see the tables.   

Ian: you were saying Annunaki created mankind.  Who were they and did they 

actually come here? 

GC: they were originally an ancient race from a sector of the galaxy that were 

involved in the ____ wars and got chased out of there and ended up in the upper 

Draconas region and occupied Niburu.  They have occupied other planets as well 

and are galactic colonizers looking for resources. When they find a place that has a 

life form that can help them, they use a hybridization program they do that in order 

for that life form to do whatever manual tasks they have.  In the Sumer documents 

they originally came here about 450,000 years ago.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xgEAhva9pZM&t=1s
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GC: There was an upheaval on their planet relative to their atmosphere being 

destroyed in a retrograde pass near our sun according to them. They were 

bolstering their planet with transition metals like gold to repel radiation so when 

they went back out they wouldn’t have to deal with this for another 3600 years.  

Each time this happened the civilization grew weary of having to gather resources 

for their atmosphere. They were mining gold in South Africa and we have 

evidence of that from about 200,000 years ago. They were using a work force for 

the thousands of mines in South Africa.  They treat this planet like a prison planet.  

It is very unstable. The planet goes under cycles that destroy every culture that 

lives on the surface.  They treat it as a temporary prison planet where we are most 

of the enslaved hybrid workers to do their bidding.  We don’t even know this and 

this has been for thousands of years. 

GC: factions of them have been here since 450,000 years ago. They count their 

years in shars. The council of 12 was written about in Sumer and that is how we 

found out about that.  There are factions of them and some are in cahoots with each 

other and some are opposed to each other. Skirmishes and wars have broken out 

between them for a long time. They are pretty aggressive. 

Ian: how is it possible for them to live that long in this planet with so much 

radiation? 

GC: apparently they did have issues with radiation, gravity and air quality. How 

quickly the planet circles the sun relative to their planet has an impact on them. It 

has impacts on life forms that astronauts are starting to discover when they live in 

outer space with no gravity.  According to their records in the first part of the 

Sumerian kings’ list we found out how long they had been here.  Barasos, a 

Babylonian priest wrote all this down for us.  I got a copy of it from the Library of 

Congress. It is the official Sumerian Record of Kings which I thought was so 

important. You want to find out about a culture so you find out about the people 

who could read and write and it was usually the hierarchy.  

GC: in their records they said kingship was on one of the first cities on this planet, 

Eridu. That is in southern Iraq and the ruins are still there.  That is when they 

started the earth outpost to look for resources.  

Ian: who are the Igigi miners?  Were they here or were they created? 

(Who Were the Igigi? - Annunaki .org 

https://www.annunaki.org/the-igigi/
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https://www.annunaki.org/the-Igigi/     But perhaps Anunnaki refers to a species, and Igigi 

simply refers to a caste within that species. So say that Ištar was both. Going by the 

extraterrestrial theory, this might mean that she was both a member of the reptilian race (an 

Anunnaki) and a servant caste within that race (an Igigi). 

 

GC: according to the records, they had issues on the prehistory on Niburu that 

caused them to come here. There were exiles and skirmishes.  When the scientist, 

Enki, came to look for gold for their atmosphere, he brought 50 Igigi with him.   

These were probably a lower race from Niburu that did all of the work; they were 

workers.  They could have been Annunaki like Enki and they could have been a 

subset of their DNA like we are. They could be a separate race.  The Igigi may be a 

name for a designation like they give in the army. They give you an MOS 09 

whiskey that means you can do anything we tell you to do. I think they were a 

different race but they did call themselves fellow gods.  In the Sumerian king’s list 

they were serving a shar which was 3600 years.  It’s a long time; the first king of 

Eridu served for 8 shars which is 28,800 years. That is how long he served, not 

how long he lived. 

(The 14 Tablets Of Enki The Anunnaki - In5D : In5D 
https://in5d.com/the-14-tablets-of-enki-the-anunnaki/     During the Enki 

tablets before the flood the count of years were in shars. A shar is one revolution of their 

planet Nibiru around the sun. In Earth years a shar is 3,600 years. 

The Annunaki leaders were on Earth over 432,000 Earth years.) 

Ian: how is that possible to live that long on this planet? 

GC: do we have any evidence that DNA on this planet could live to infinity if it 

were not destroyed in the animal or plant kingdom.  Do you know?       

Ian: I heard there was one octopus deep in the Black Sea that can live forever and 

just regenerate. I don’t know if this is true.  

GC: there is also evidence in the plant kingdom, that unless they are destroyed 

their genetics allow them to live forever. There are the giant sequoias and 

redwoods that don’t die.  So could an alien live longer than us? I think it is possible 

but how long?  Is it like Jupiter Ascending where they can take an elixir and renew 

their lives?  Do we have anything that could impact our telomeres so that we could 

live forever? This is really popular among globalists and elitists who have nothing 

else to think about except the amount of time they have. 

https://www.annunaki.org/the-igigi/
https://in5d.com/the-14-tablets-of-enki-the-anunnaki/
https://in5d.com/the-14-tablets-of-enki-the-anunnaki/
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=igiggi and annunaki+site:www.annunaki.org&t=brave
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=annunaki years called shars+site:in5d.com&t=brave
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Ian: humanity has the ongoing projects such as transhumanism for mortality. 

GC: I think it is possible. Would you want to stay around in this reality in this 

system as we know it now?  I don’t think I would.  It reminds me of the movie, Mr. 

Nobody.  There was only one guy that died and everyone else had their telomeres 

fixed and they never died.  

Ian: or like Highlander.  

GC: I think there are factions among us and they come and go. There might be a 

harvest time and they come and have a celebration; we don’t really know.  But I 

think there are a lot of species that come and go on this planet.  We don’t have 

interactions with them as they have chosen not to interact with us. I think the 

Annunaki are ingrained in our reality and I put them on the front of my book as 

being responsible for setting up the New World Order construct. They have 

mandated what mankind has been doing for the last hundreds of years to bring 

about the New World Order. 

Ian: there are 3 major religions: Judaism, Christianity and Muslim.  They are all 

Abrahamic religions and in Genesis the creation story seems similar to the 

Sumerian records that were written much earlier in clay tablets. Are these religions 

a copy? 

GC: I started talking about being in Baptist religion in the bible belt of the Midwest 

US.  You brought up Abrahamic.  All these religions came from Abraham.  Who is 

Abraham?  Why does Islam include him?  They have Jesus as a prophet.  And 

Judaism doesn’t give Jesus the status of prophet; he is viewed as complete trash. 

Israel is this holy land where we worship Jesus and go there.  Do they not know 

that Judaism views Jesus as not the savior?  They just milk their money.  

GC: so who is Abraham?  I read up after I had the Sumerian Kings Book. He was 

in the city of Ur in Mesopotamia and he is from Sumer. He is a Sumerian?  Dig 

farther and his whole family lived there and his father was the main priest in the 

Ziggurat temple in Ur. I was raised as a Protestant with a certain belief in God.  I 

was lied to like everyone else. So Abraham’s father, Tera, is this chief priest for 

this ‘god’ and interacts with him every day. Abraham was eventually getting orders 

and was treated like a military general. He is like a high prince, born into a regal 

family ordered to go on conquests.  He goes to Egypt and gathers camels and 

armament for battle.  So who is this Abraham?  He was a military general for this 

‘deity’ in the city of Ur. 
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GC: it gets better.  All of a sudden we see Ur of the Chaldees in the Bible where 

Abraham is from. This is verification that Abraham is from there. He has brothers 

and sisters there and one is Horan and the other is Lot.  So we know the story of 

Lot and Sodom and Gomorrah.  You want to know about Abraham and a name 

change.  I am in the city of Ur and I found out who Abraham was and he wasn’t 

anything I thought he was.  Then I find out why he was venerated patriarch of 

Islam. Nannar’s temple was in the City of Ur and Nannar is the son of Enlil who 

was the chief ‘deity.’  He is the moon god who has a following that was huge at 

this time.  It is said he had a following that was as large as ewes and baby sheep…. 

everywhere, as the moon god.   

GC: Nannar-sin is the second dynasty ruler of the city of Uric where Gilgamesh is 

king sometime later.  So now we have Abraham, Horan, Lot, Tera, and we have 

this mysterious ‘god’ that eventually in the Hebrew records became the God of 

Israel.  That God was Yahweh. Now we have another name for this being the Tera 

(father of Abraham) was serving.  If you read the Lamentations of Ur you will find 

out who that deity is.  That deity was Enlil and he was interacting on the council 

with his father Anu, dealing with the issues in Mesopotamia relative to the 

kingship, command, getting the gold, the bonds between heaven and earth, 

constructs in order to communicate back (to Anu in Niburu), coordinate 

transportation of raw materials, all of that.  He was right in the middle of all this 

stuff.  

GC: yes Abraham was important but he only exposes the fact that the Annunaki 

gods were occupying the Ziggurat temples in Sumer. These were real flesh and 

blood beings. They liked really fine garments; they liked cedarwood doors taken 

from the Lebanon.  They built the huge Ziggurat temples.  These beings were full 

on.   

GC: now I have exposed who ‘God’ was to Abraham and his father, Tera.  It was 

Enlil the Lord of Command, Lord of the Earth. He was the highest ranking 

Annunaki that was here relative to his brother (half-brother) Enki who had a 

temple at Eridu. That was his temple.   That was the only temple in Mesopotamia 

that was left. You saw that it was never rebuilt.  Enki got a different terrain when 

the territory was split up because Enki and Enlil did not get along.  All of Africa 

ended up under Enki and all of Mesopotamia belonged to Enlil.   

GC: then there are other issues.  So we have covered Yahweh, God, who was Enlil 

and head of the council. The highest rank on the council was his father, Anu. Allah 
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is a name of the rebel god in the Atra Hasis (Sumerian account) who led the Igigi 

miners against his father that revolted.  It turns out this ‘rebel god’ was Nannar-Sin 

the son of Enlil.  Now look at what is going on in the Middle East right now.  You 

have Islam railing against Judaism in the Gaza Strip and the West Bank.  This is 

father and son-controlled off-spring who are fighting.   

GC: let’s go back to the Levant when Yahweh (Enlil) told Abraham to leave the 

area and occupy the Holy Land and in the process sacrifice his son Jacob, as a 

blood sacrifice. 

Ian: why did they have to do blood sacrifices all the time and slay children?  I 

don’t understand that…what is behind that?  

GC: good question—you could say it is a megalomaniac position of saying that 

you can’t serve me unless you show me the degree to which you are dedicated to 

me and won’t turn on me.  That means sacrificing your first born to me. I think 

there is another way to look at this.  The Annunaki are operating here alone but 

they are in alliance with other races. So the other races do their dirty work.  Like 

the grays who are abducting humans and things like that.   

Ian: so this was to show loyalty. 

GC: some of these beings that were brought in are not supposed to be in this 

dimension.  They require chemicals from human blood in order to stay in this 

dimension…this is the bottom line.  If any of them are in affiliation with the Draco, 

which apparently there are occupying space on rocks in Alpha Draconas    

(https://www.truthcontrol.com/forum/draconians-race-alpha-draconis-0     The Alpha Draconians, 

a reptilian race composed of master geneticists, tinker with life - which from their perspective 

exists as a natural resource. The Draconians look at lifeforms which they have created or 

altered as a natural resource. Apparently, the Alpha Draconians created the primate race, which 

was first brought to Mars and then to Earth.) 

GC: we have seen pictures of the Draco interacting with the Maya and others on 

this planet.  I believe the Draco were here as has been reported by the CIA in their 

threat briefing report. They and the Grays both require some version of human 

blood to stay active in this dimension.  I don’t know exactly why but that seems to 

be the case. 

GC: we have to talk about Marduk, Enki’s first-born son.  He had no business 

being in Mesopotamia.  He decided to go there to be the avenger of his father, 

Enki, according to Marduk.  He was going to war with Enlil to take Enlil down so 

https://www.truthcontrol.com/forum/draconians-race-alpha-draconis-0
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he became the Lord of the Command.  He occupied Babylon.  So all the wars 

between Babylon and Jerusalem, where Enlil will eventually move.  Enlil was in 

Nippur for a very long time running a space facility for a very long time and he 

didn’t want any one else involved in space facilities.  Especially not Enki, and 

definitely not Marduk.  That could be viewed as getting into the money changers’ 

hands so they could establish their control and work their way into being the 

extortionist agent on planet Earth or back on Niburu.   

GC: you have to bring up the idea that Marduk was in play here because he plays 

an important role.  By the way this sacrificing thing, not only was Enlil/Yahweh 

doing this in the Old Testament, his hands are filthy with blood sacrifice.  Yahweh 

is one of the worst serial, genocidal murderers on this planet.  He was willing to 

sacrifice all of it in the Flood (Noah’s time) by lying to the people in the first place.  

He doesn’t care about hybrid experiments, intelligence, progression of 

consciousness or any of that.   

Ian: he is just a warrior. 

GC: yes, functionally, and he’s checking resources in one place, not another 

resources in another place.  There are too many here…you have to eliminate them. 

It has been this way all through history.  

GC: Marduk turns out to be a very tricky dude. Annunaki are going head to head in 

Mesopotamia over and over in the wars of gods and men. People from Jerusalem 

are taken captive and held for generations in Babylon.  Eventually I see Marduk as 

having infiltrated Israel and not only overtaken the Jews and throwing them out.  

He brought his Babylonian tablet in and made it pre-eminent with the current 

hierarchy that is running the slave state of Israel.  Marduk has really inserted 

himself.  He is present in the world and I see him acting and presently among us.  I 

would be surprised if Marduk was behind the corona virus with his Illuminati New 

World Order.  

Ian: who is standing behind this pandemic all over the world?  It just comes from 

nowhere. (This interview is February 2020). 

GC: we saw Enlil willing to use disease to cull the population in the Atra Hasis.  

He wanted everybody wiped out if he couldn’t get a flood. He tried it.  These 

beings are perfectly willing to do this.  I titled my book The Annunaki of Niburu, 

Mankind’s Forgotten Creators.  We forgot that they hybridized us. They were 

enslavers and we didn’t know they created us to put us in the gold mines to replace 
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the workers (Igigi) who were already slaving away.  We apparently worked those 

gold mines for a very long time and we have evidence of that. Whenever it wasn’t 

convenient for the Annunaki or we exceeded their resources they were perfectly 

willing to destroy us.  You saw that in the Atra Hasis. 

GC: after the Flood, the true Noah’s Flood there was only a small family of people 

left. They would not have been left had one of the Annunaki stepped in and made 

sure of that (Enki). So, you have the destroyers and the saviors.  They saved that 

family so the genetic species would still be on the planet; otherwise, who was 

going to grow the food?  That is what they said…who is going to do all this 

manual labor if we get rid of all of them?  Are the gods going to do all the work 

again?  The Igigi already revolted; are you going to put them back to work again?    

GC: then the last part of the title was the architect of the New World Order. This 

New World Order that is rolling out right before your eyes. The Annunaki have 

been behind it from the very beginning to prevent their warring factions from 

getting into wars again. One of them wants to control the entire thing.  That would 

be like the movie, Jupiter Ascending.  There is the Abraxis family. There was only 

one of them who said ‘that is my planet. If you push me really hard, I’ll harvest it 

tomorrow.’ Look at this planet.  It is full of people, 7 billion.  Because of what they 

have done with their diets and such, I can look at a lot of industrial countries and 

say the whole country is ripe, fat pigs ready to be harvested.  

Ian: Enki and Enlil are still in this endless war, but how can you recognize which 

work is which?   

GC: by the fruits of their spirit, you will know them. The ones that are working for 

darkness will have fruit that is dark. Look at how China has managed its people 

with the social credit score. Do you see any light in that culture in how the 

oppressive regime has treated people with no individual rights of freedom?  

Whenever you see that there is a disavowing of the avatar—us—and the rights of 

life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness, they are probably on the team that wants 

to destroy you.  How do you know?  Their symbols…they have kept them out and 

in the open.  You mentioned one of them and I’ll mention more. 

GC: you have the trident of Enki. You have the lightening bolt with Enlil and the 

Eagle.  We have the caduceus with Ningishzidda--sa who is Enki’s second born 

son who was a scientist.  He was not like Marduk who was a warrior.  Marduk is 

brilliant, don’t get me wrong. 
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Ian: Ningishzidda- was involved in creation? 

CG: yes, he was in the early stories.  Apparently because of his genetic 

capabilities, he is the one that augmented us to overcome the fact that we couldn’t 

procreate, like a mule that you end up with a horse and donkey.  A mule cannot 

procreate.  Ningishzidda- apparently overcame that problem in us so that we could 

meet the workforce requirements.  

Ian: do you think that there has been no sin according to the Old Testament?  I 

think there was a sin if God created Adam and Eve, the Adamites, the group of 

people and then they became self-aware. By being self-aware after eating from the 

Tree of Knowledge they committed the sin and that is when they were (expelled 

from the Garden of Eden).  

GC: first choosing an indigenous species off this planet, and interceding with its 

evolutionary path, hybridizing it to enslave it—that is the sin.  That is messing with 

genetics and should never be done.  Not taking into account gravity correctly so 

that our bipedal structure can operate easily in the gravity and it takes us a year or 

more to learn to walk as babies…that is a sin.  That is a genetic error on behalf of 

the Annunaki. The idea that they tried to turn original sin on us…..  By the way 

there is a whole scene that takes place between Enlil and Enki in the Garden of 

Eden which was one of their words. They were basically bringing two of the 

hybrids together to see if they could produce a baby right after this strategy with 

Ningishzidda-. They couldn’t get the hybrids to procreate.  

GC: so Enlil and Enki are watching them to see if they will be able to procreate. Is 

there going to be baby-making? In this particular instance we are talking about 

Enki and Enlil, the highest level Annunaki.  This is Enki’s city, where the genetics 

were being done with Enki’s sister Ninhurtsag who was the medical officer who 

had set up shop in Sharupak, the city of the Atra Hasis where Noah was the king as 

found in the bible.   

GC: was the Atra Hasis the same as the Ziusudra of Noah?  

( www.markfoster.net/rn/texts/the_atra_hasis.pdf    The Atra-Hasis The Tablet of the 

Covenant The Tablet of the Covenant is based upon the Babylonian epic of Atrahasis (Ziusudra 

in Sumerian). It is a tale of the early days of earth, when mankind was ... be the source of the 

biblical tale of Noah and his ark. The Tablet of the Covenant ('The Epic of Ziusudra') When the 

gods instead of man did the ...)   

GC: was the Atra Hasis the same as the Ziusudra of Noah?  It was and then we find 

out that he as the son of Enki and in another story there is a king who is not an 

https://duckduckgo.com/?q=noah%20and%20the%20atra%20hasis+site:www.markfoster.net&t=brave
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=noah%20and%20the%20atra%20hasis+site:www.markfoster.net&t=brave
http://www.markfoster.net/rn/texts/the_atra_hasis.pdf
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=noah and the atra hasis+site:www.markfoster.net&t=brave
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ordinary king because he is the son of Enki. Gilgamesh knew this and this is why 

he went to find out more about this).  In that city of Eridu in the garden we have 

the 2 hybrids that are procreating and in the famous garden scene Enki and Enlil 

are talking about whether they had done any sin. That is so ridiculous.  They are 

sitting there waiting for the hybrids to hurry up and have a baby, so we can make 

slaves. Is this going to work out? Otherwise, we will have to put the Igigi back to 

work.  

GC: I included this entire scene in my Odyssey Ki screenplay (of the Annunaki) so 

people can understand what was really going on in that garden and it had nothing 

to do with Genesis version of original sin.  If you were to be born a free will being, 

they could not take choice away from you because of how they fashioned you, and 

I still believe this is true today.  You are given the choice to know something or not 

know something and the consequence is that if you choose to know something (as 

the hybrid) you will be banished from the garden and you will surely die—that is 

what it says.  

GC: that is what Enlil told the hybrids; he didn’t want them to have the 

consciousness of anything other than a slave. This is about the battle of the 

evolution of human consciousness and the early decision of what Enki created with 

these primitive workers.  Enlil was probably very concerned over how long they 

could live, how much gold could they produce, how do you give them instructions, 

how do guarantee they are not going to revolt and surround my house like the Igigi 

did?  

GC: several of the aspects of the hybridization process were probably not visible to 

Enlil because Enki was off doing this with his half-sister Ninkharzag down in 

Africa where they were gathering genetic samples and trying all sorts of things.  

When he finally created a hybrid that used his own DNA and limited the lifespan 

but gave it intelligence this ticked off Enlil big time because he knew the 

intelligence part was really important.  If you give them intelligence, what are they 

capable of? 

GC: now they are in this Garden and one of them has been told the knowledge of 

good and evil…this is all symbolic and has to do with choosing to know if you are 

enslaved or not, or stick your head in the sand and go along to get along.  If you 

were told that if you eat or read this you will surely die and/or I will banish you out 

of here.  If you still did this what does that say about the being?  It says it values 
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truth, freedom of choice over threats and manipulation.  That is what was going on 

in the garden. 

GC: the idea of choosing to know you are enslaved is like taking the red pill or the 

blue pill in the matrix.  It’s very symbolic and there was no ‘original sin.’  The 

only sin was what the Annunaki did to us in the grand scheme of things. They tried 

to make up for that by leaving electrical conduits in us so that we could re-connect 

back to Source of All where our energy and their energy came from.  I don’t know 

if the Neanderthal had chakras—I wish I did.  If they did, they didn’t take them 

out.  

GC: Either way we ended up with an electrical interface where we can re-discover 

by taking the red pill or the blue pill, by taking the choice to choose consciousness, 

that we can wake up and realize that we were enslaved.  We are a hybrid species 

and this is very uncomfortable stuff to know.  You have to know where you came 

from if you want to know where you are going.  Where you are going is back to 

where you were intended and that is the Source of Life, the Source of All. To me 

this is the really great news of the whole Annunaki story.  

Ian: 450,000 years ago they started to spread around Europe.   

GC: they categorized the Neanderthals and Cro-Magnon.   

Ian: did the Annunaki have something to do with them?  Were we interbreeding 

with them?  

GC: how long have the alien astronauts been playing genetic games with the 

indigenous species on the planet?  We have no idea and this could go back millions 

of years. The bi-pedal hominoids all the way back to ‘Lucy’ in the Rift Valley of 

Africa, they think that was 3.5 million years ago when they showed evidence of bi-

pedalism.  Did an alien race have anything to do with starting that?  We have no 

idea of the genetic experiments.  All we can do is pick up where the Sumerians 

said that the Annunaki were our gods and they were doing this in South Africa and 

we serve them with all that we do for them.  We have no problem with that and we 

wake up as slaves in their system when we find this out and now we freak out 

about this. 

GC: we have mother and father issues that we don’t know where we came from 

and so forth as a species.  We don’t feel very stable as a species because we have 

progenitors that have wiped us out more than once as in the days of Noah.  It was 

intentionally done.  Read it in the Astra Hasis.  Enki decided to save Noah who 
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was his offspring to be the food growers later on.  It is no wonder that any other 

race Enlil might be behind with his hybrid program would be against the race that 

Enki created which would be the Noah.  I think there is a whole battle between 

those two lineages we don’t even know about. 

Ian: whenever you mention aliens and abductions people here don’t believe it 

(UK). But if you travel to the East, it is common knowledge.  Everybody knows it 

and everybody is okay about it.  Back in history people were writing about this in 

the clay tablets and it wasn’t something that they made up.  Why is this knowledge 

suppressed in the western world? 

GC: I think it’s because the 3-letter agencies got involved early in the 1930s and 

1940s. They decided to add to the cultural programming of the populace.  If 

anyone reported a UFO they are ‘nut jobs.’  They predispositioned anybody who 

would report on UFOs to look crazy.  They have been trying to hide the 

information.  The US/Washington DC area is the area chosen for the rollout of the 

New World Order.  It is embedded in the symbology of the streets.   We have 

known this from Francis Bacon in the 1700s.  Now that it is happening in such a 

big way should not surprise people. It’s been a slow-motion thing that boiling frogs 

won’t get out of the water if you do it slowly enough.  

Ian: is there still gold or did the Annunaki get everything? 

GC: I don’t think there will ever be enough gold if you have to keep repeating the 

process each time your (Niburu) atmosphere gets disturbed and part of their 

ionosphere gets stripped away. I don’t think there will ever be enough to satisfy 

that.  The smartest thing for them would have been to realize that isn’t going to 

happen.  That is part of the reason they ended up here because they realized it was 

not sustainable to keep their atmosphere intact.  In the long run I would say they 

are going to let that planet die and they really don’t have a choice.  Otherwise, they 

have to continue this ridiculous gathering the resources for their atmosphere.  They 

have so much ability to move to other places.  That is just my opinion.  

Ian: all these religious texts are describing Ezekiel, Enoch and Elijah and when you 

read the scriptures you can clearly see that this is not a forgery, or something 

imagined.  What is your take on whether they were abducted?  And even Jesus 

‘ascended’ into heaven. 

GC: in my research I found out that Jesus had many names.  I will lay it out for 

you now. There were many stories of the dying ritual in 3 days in order to tell the 
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story of the astrological cycle of the sun that happens in the winter solstice. They 

adopted that long ago in the pagan rituals and Jesus was still using it. Now, my 

research says Jesus was born and moved on and somehow when he was 13 they got 

hold of him and lured him to Pakistan and India where he spent the next 20+ years 

becoming one of the best pria-yoga practitioners in the region.  He was famous in 

that area and he ascended so fast in the ranks they used to call him Esau as his 

name.  His grave is still in Kashmir.  The government of Kashmir did a special on 

Esau. 

GC: I truly believe whoever this avatar was, had the spirit of Ningishzidda- in him 

and was working on behalf of his father, Enki, who sent him there from Africa.  

Remember the 12 mystery schools under Thoth were in Africa under Enki.  It is 

hard for us to understand the Egyptian civilization came up in 3100 BC and the 

Sumerian civilization was over in 3800 BC.  We have evidence that the Egyptian 

civilization was the remnants of Atlantis that was set up 50,000+ years previously 

by the order of Poseidon/Enki the Annunaki, who told his son to go establish the 

rituals and rites of basically transforming barbarians into light as they were here to 

do. His son, Thoth, went to the land of Khem, which was Egypt.   

GC: Thoth was there a long time and was back and forth to Sumer.  He was 

Ningishzidda-.   

Ian: Ningishzidda- built Atlantis. 

GC: he was involved there but he was also credited for building the Giza complex. 

And the Sphinx originally had his face on it according to him. If you look at the 

disclosures of the pyramid by going to the link on one of the youtube videos that I 

share, there is a good job tying in the solar micronome and the encapsulating of the 

timing of what was going on in Egypt.  There was ascension timing built into the 

Sphinx orientation in Giza.  It was all part of Ningishzidda-/Thoth’s role. 

GC: what I want to get to is that he had many names. 

Ian: they say there are still Emerald Tablets of Thoth under the sphinx.  

GC: that is what they say.  He was given credit for writing 35,000 books.  One of 

the names he went by was Hermes.  We have Hermes, Mercury, Ninghida—all 

three of them carried a symbol to identify them.  What symbol did he carry?  His 

dad had the trident.  Ningishzidda-/Thoth had the caduceus.  It is a very famous 

symbol all over the world and all over the medical industry and most people have 

no idea why.  
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GC: what they mean—it represents the mission given to him on this planet relative 

to us.  That was to raise our consciousness.  I always saw the Garden of Eden as a 

battle of the human consciousness. Enlil wanted slaves with no high consciousness.  

There would be no council for them…don’t even think about it. Then Enki who 

probably realized that what he did to hybridize this species in the big scheme of 

things was probably not the best thing to do.  Limiting genetics and creating slaves 

goes against free will.   

Ian: so we know Thoth built the pyramids in Egypt. 

GC: that is what Thoth said in the history of Atlantis. Based on the timing of what 

he said then it was about 34,000 years ago in the Age of Leo, that the pyramids 

were built.  The face was the lion of Leo.  You have to wind the zodiac back twice 

to get this exactly.   

Ian: one procession is 25,900 years.  

GC: so it would take 72 degrees and multiply that by 360.  72 years is one degree 

of procession.  Multiply by that 360 degrees and you get the full 25,900. That is 

called a Great Year. You have to go back 2 of those for where we are right now to 

get what we are talking about 50,000 years ago. 34,000 years ago—if I had money 

to bet, I would bet on what Thoth said.  Thoth tells you that he built them.  Take 

the time he left and went to Egypt and set his rule and that was 16,000 years.  Then 

he went into stasis which means he had to go fix his energy body for 100 years in 

the Halls of Amenti. He had to go 100 years every 1,000 years to renew his body. 

Ian: was he renewing his body in the pyramids? 

GC: he was using the energies in the Halls of Amenti that come off the Flower of 

Life.  This is what Thoth wrote.  Take 16,000 years off 50,000 and you get 34,000 

and put this in the calendar. I made a zodiacal calendar showing where I think the 

Giza complex was built. There is more to the story as it also encodes the solar 

dynamo that has to do with our ascension and macronova every 12,000 years as 

well.   

GC: how does that tie in to Jesus?  From the region down south where Enki and 

son were promoting human consciousness and trying to take people from 

barbarians to the light.  It is just the opposite of what was happening up in 

Mesopotamia.  Enlil was bringing them up using them as a slave force. This is 

where we have the famous council meeting where after 600 years of this slave 

program where he wanted the flood.  They were drinking out of the puddles buck 
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naked like animals in front of his temple and he didn’t like that.  They were 

making all kinds of noise, maybe they were procreating, and he didn’t like that 

either.  He said they were bellowing like bulls. He called the Annunaki council 

meeting to get rid of them as stated in the Atra Hasis.   

GC: now go forward and we have the Roman Empire occupying that region and 

Jerusalem is just part of that occupation.  Suddenly a being is sent in whose there 

to not teach about Judaism at all.  Jesus taught nothing about Judaism. He was 

teaching about the kingdom within which he learned as a Praia Buddhist, deep 

meditative master in Tibet and Kashmir and came back to share this. Why did he 

do this?  I think his dad, Poseidon/Enki told him to do that.  He was sent there as 

an infiltration agent, a Trojan horse, to raise consciousness in the region right 

where Enki’s half-brother Enlil had decided they were going to be nothing but dirt 

slaves.  This is a battle over the evolution of consciousness. 

GC: Ningishzidda-/Thoth played that role multiple times. He didn’t do it just once 

and that is just one example in the Levant, that we call the story of Jesus.  He went 

by many names.  This is in accordance with Edgar Cayce who has an entire table 

of the incarnations of Jesus listed on the internet.  There have been a lot of views.  

The idea that the King of Salem was also Ningishzidda-…this is true as you will 

find out when you read the book, The Alchemist.  

Edgar Cayce on the Past Lives of Jesus Christ - Near-Death ... 
https://near-death.com/edgar-cayce-on-the-past-lives-of-jesus-christ/ 

Cayce also identified the Biblical personality named Joseph (son of Jacob) as an incarnation of 

the Jesus-entity soul. Accordingly, Joseph's escape from the pit was not only a literal event, but 

a symbolic anticipation of Jesus' resurrection. 

GC: he was also Melchizedek, Thoth in Egypt and Thoth in Atlantis, as well has 

Tahudi in Egypt a couple of times.  Other names we have include Enoch.  When he 

talked about ascending to the heavens and learning about the cycles of the planets, 

the Calahuga (?) cycle, possibly the solar cycles that have to do with 11 year 

minimum, the Reisburg (?) cycle, and the macronova. 

GC: all the weather and things happen based on wobbles in the galaxy.  In Enoch 

in the bible when he went to heaven and was shown all these cycles, it is the same 

story he tells in the Emerald Tablets.  Part of his becoming a member of the circle 

of Life is inside the Halls of Amenti where the cycle masters rule it all.  He is one 

of them and I don’t think they consider him part Annunaki anymore because he 

totally gave himself over to the Light Force and to remain to facilitate our 

https://near-death.com/edgar-cayce-on-the-past-lives-of-jesus-christ/
https://near-death.com/edgar-cayce-on-the-past-lives-of-jesus-christ/
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=edgar cayce list of the inarnations of jesus+site:near-death.com&t=brave
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evolution to consciousness.  I really respect Thoth for that and I believe his father 

is benevolent even though he has a much farther role.  

Ian: why do you think that God sacrificed Jesus as his only beloved son. 

GC: first of all I don’t believe any of that. I believe Ningishzidda- is Enki’s son.  

When you talk about the father and son, what about the father that gave us genetics 

that created us locally?  Does that mean he (Enki) is God?  No, it means that he is a 

genetic scientist ancient astronaut who is the Dr. Frankenstein to us. He shared 

some genetics with us and that does not make him the Creator of All.   I think he 

shared the spirit with the original source of the Creator of All with us and we call 

that the Ba energy that shows up in the Egyptian writing that show up about the Ba 

and the Ka.  

Ancient Egypt for Kids - The Ba and the Ka - Ancient Egypt ... 
https://egypt.mrdonn.org/ba-ka.html 

The Ba and the Ka The ancient Egyptians believed each person was made up of five distinct 

parts - the physical body, the Ba, the Ka, the Name, and the Shadow. Akh: The physical body 

was called the Akh. The Akh was most often used to mean a complete person, whether living or 

dead. 

GC: you are made up of two energies: one of them is internal and one of them is 

creating an illusion of the material world so that you are a good slave. Enki has that 

and we have that; we share that with Enki. It is very important to understand 

Ningishzidda-’s role and what the caduceus is. We have this agent sent from the 

Egyptian mystery school sent into the Levant to wake people up and this is the 

bible story that is severely perverted.   

GC: Enlil’s version of a symbol is the cross … I will crucify you if you think are 

going to play God around me.  You think you have a God-like consciousness where 

you can be the instance of the Creator of All, Jesus, like you are saying?   I will put 

you on a cross and take the life out of you.  

GC: Ninshida/Thoth is carrying the symbol that looks like a cross—it is a vertical 

post with wings coming out.  The opposite meaning of this one is the twin serpents 

represent your (nervous systems?); the central post represents your spine which is 

an electrical construct like a light, an antenna or conductor.  The nervous systems 

represented are your sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems that 

reconnect inside your nose which is the positive pole of your energy body. Where 

they come from…the tails of the serpent… is the ganglia of the negative most pole 

https://egypt.mrdonn.org/ba-ka.html
https://egypt.mrdonn.org/ba-ka.html
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=egyptian writing of the bah and the kah+site:egypt.mrdonn.org&t=brave
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of your energy body, kind of like a battery.  Negative side at the bottom, positive 

side at the top.  

GC: the intersection in the nose and the ganglia are part of the stimulus loop that 

create perception and awareness. (Notetaker: the PCR tests for covid were often 

swabs that were jammed in this intersection area of the nose).  These need to be 

operational and balanced in order to balance your energy. If you are very injured 

your autonomic nervous system owns a whole lot of your body and you must be 

asleep. If your sympathetic nervous system is truly able to sense the state of 

something and use it you are more alive.  This is structural integration concepts.  

GC: the twin serpents on the caduceus come together and are pointing to the center 

of the staff and inside your brain, the spinal cord comes up and that is the central 

nervous system conductor where all the chakras are aligned. As it makes it to the 

higher chakras inside your head, you have your 3
rd

 eye (between the two eyes) 

which is the location of the pituitary gland, and higher up deep inside the brain is 

the pineal gland. These last 2 glands are affiliated with your electrical connections 

which are your chakras.  The wings coming out represent the lateral ventricles of 

your brain, and when corpus pelosum is joined and you have a hemi_____ 

experience where your left and right brain are joined, they are now operating as 

one.  They normally do not and it has to do with the balance of your energy and 

when you get it all the way up, when it starts activating the pineal gland, you have 

the opportunity to produce the wings of Hermes. That is what those are.  

The knob on top of the post of the caduceus represents your pineal gland. That 

entire symbol represents taking you from your lowest chakra with a kundalini 

experience of waking up the latent energy in your ganglia. It moves up and there is 

a circulation of the energy and finally it’s operational and you get the wings of 

Hermes.  You become a very different being because now you are connected to 

universal consciousness.  This is what Thoth was sent here to do.   

Ian: what is energy and what is soul and what happens when a body dies?  

GC: in my book 7
th
 Planet, Mercury Rising I wrote that book for people who were 

saying well if the Annunaki created us, then who is God to them and how does that 

apply to me.  Who is the real God, the real Creator and how does that affect my 

evolutionary path independent of what they did, because they messed with my 

evolutionary path?  
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GC: actually, we can be mad at the Annunaki for doing that, but had they not done 

that and we were still Neanderthal we could be in for millions more years of 

evolution before we ever got to the place where we are having a conversation like 

this. We could be mad at the Annunaki for what they did but we would not have 

this conversation if they had not given us the intelligence and the gifts that they 

gave us.  So I am grateful for that.  For all the Annunaki that are listening to this 

when we say their name, I truly am grateful for that. They gave us a way to 

experience heaven on this prison planet. You would not be able to do that if they 

had not let those things in there.  

GC: so Thoth represented the opposite of what Enlil wanted. This may be by 

design and you have a duality of consciousness.  There is the evolution of 

consciousness and the life of Jesus, or on the other side there is the walk of the 

flesh and you can end up like Harvey Weinstein who is in court now with his 

walker having abused so many women thinking that everyone else was a ‘goyim’ 

and he was elevated so he could do whatever he wanted and there was no karma. 

This is what is going on all over the world by the way. These are people who sign 

up with racism and think they are exempt from the universal laws that govern all of 

us.  

GC: let’s talk about the energy. What is the energy they have made available? 

There is a thing called universal consciousness that can take on form which means 

material, or not take on form anywhere in the playground that the Creator of All 

has created. That means this planet or other planets.  You can incarnate into a body 

on this planet, you could incarnate on another planet as a dragon, whatever. It is 

just a form, but your energy is immortal.  The energy inside of you is eternal and it 

cannot be destroyed.  This is a principle of physics. Energy can neither be created 

nor destroyed. It only changes form or state.  

Ian: is this energy and soul connected? Are you aware that you have been 

something? 

GC: yes, absolutely.  Let me just give you my perspective and I cannot prove this.  

My experience is that both intelligence and memory are permanent. They go with 

you.  When you give up this ‘meat’ (this body) your permanent energy body is still 

going to remember everything that happened here. It is part of assimilating the 

lessons of the material assimilator into your intelligence. Intelligence comes from 

the universal consciousness. Think of it as a frequency aggregated in a band where 

every time we die, you do go back and are reconnected. You are a thimble of 
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water; say a glass of water floating in the ocean.  As soon as the glass breaks you 

just reintegrate back into the water.  If we want to have form for you, we have to 

pour you back into an avatar body.  Permanent energy changes avatar bodies like 

used cars.  

GC: We view death as something scary because we don’t understand it.  It is 

nothing more than giving up an avatar body so that we can re-emerge back into 

universal consciousness. Birth and death are illusions. What is permanent is your 

energy and when you finally accept that, get good with that, experience that by 

chasing universal consciousness. That is what I want you to do.  

Ian: why when we connect into this life and this body, why don’t we remember our 

past lives? 

GC: it probably has to do with learning lessons.  There are astute masters who 

know how to preserve their consciousness at death so when they come into this 

experience they have their full memory if they decide to do this again. That is in 

order not to lose it and start all over again. There are several documented cases of 

that. In the Emerald Tablets, Thoth teaches you exactly how to do that at the end of 

your life—how to preserve your consciousness so you don’t have to repeat the 

karmic slave cycle because you didn’t wake up.  If you don’t wake up and you 

basically die without finding universal consciousness you are probably going to be 

reincarnated into another body and it will repeat the problems, over and over and 

over again.   

Ian: that is hell. 

GC: that is hell that is right. We are born into hell into a slave system and we do it 

because we made the agreement that we are going to learn certain things that are 

going to progress us out of it.  This is a learning construct and you can do this as 

many times as you want. Eventually, you are predestined and you are going to 

wake up, evolve and become enlightened. It might take you several life 

times…that is the good news.  There are certain special times like Great Years 

where there is a window and everybody can wake up and not have to work as hard. 

I think we are in one of those right now. That is what the Mayan calendar was 

counting down to.  

Ian: I think everybody is slowly awakening.   

GC: I think that is because we are at solar dynamo and it is what is waking up the 

people.  The sun regulates all life…biological life, your life… if the sun changes 
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frequency it is going to change you.  That is a universal thing that we discovered as 

scientists and it is that there are things that happen in this ‘corner of the galaxy’ 

that are very cyclical, meaning that you could run an atomic clock by them.  One 

of them is the dynamo which is the magnetic flux of the positive and negative.  The 

sun, our planet and our bodies all have positive and negative poles.  As above so 

below.  

GC: we are all interconnected with this energy flow with the sun and as part of that 

I believe the sun does regulate our ascension cycles. We talk about wanting to ‘die 

and go to heaven.’  But guess what? You can ‘die’ to your material form in 

meditation every day and experience the transcendent reality of universal 

consciousness. That ought to be everybody’s goal. Once you find that you know 

it’s all a rigged game and this is just a joke. When you experience your universal 

consciousness, you know that is the real you.  Not the skewed perception that you 

created by filtering events through your limited sensors in an avatar body and 

created a ‘reality.’  Your brain says, ‘that’s real.”  What a lie!  We have such 

limited view of what is really going on with our senses.   

GC: that in and of itself ought to stabilize every single person to know that if I 

can’t even see as good as a dog, what does the dog see that I can’t see?  Can they 

see an alien standing out in my yard picking my cucumbers?  I know somebody is 

doing it.  

GC: did we answer enough about energy? I want people to read about what I wrote 

about what the Creator of All said how you were formed.  You were never given a 

bible of how you were created and what you are capable of.  You weren’t given a 

user’s manual; you don’t know what features you have and what you are capable 

of.  The Emerald Tablets in that discussion tells you what the Creator of All gave 

to you and why you are a seeker in this life. Part of the aspect of your brain was 

given a connection to the Creator of All.  Your intelligence comes from the Creator 

of All.  Unless you get to the place where your intelligence recognizes that 

intelligence, and that you are an instance of that, you haven’t figured it out yet.  

Get to that place, and that place is universal consciousness.  

GC: don’t be afraid about corona virus and all this other stuff.  Seek out your 

universal consciousness so that you are not afraid of dying.  And you know that 

this game of evolutionary consciousness goes along many and more different times 

than this one. You have a lot of steps in what you are capable of as a co-creator 

with the Creator of All.  That is what you are. 
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Ian: most people are not aware of that; they are not aware of what we are as a soul, 

a being and body as well,  

GC: that is because of religions. They have hijacked the people’s responsibility 

about discovering the truth of whom they are and where they came from.  People 

accept these lies because they are too lazy. 

Ian: they give their responsibility to someone else.  

GC: yes, and that is the majority of us. For some reason most of us don’t want to 

be responsible.  We want to be entertained. 

Ian: do you think the human body can heal itself of all these diseases? 

GC: for the most part yes. Our DNA is constructed in such a way that it is given 

the capability of dealing with a normally occurring invader…yes.  If we are going 

to talk about engineered things that can actually fool your DNA, then possibly not. 

(Notetaker: Gerald said the above before he died and well before the covid vaccine 

was rolled out).   

GC: we are getting to that clever point as a species that we can do that.  Do you 

realize that right the level of the genetic engineering we can do? We can do? 

Ian: we are doing a lot; we are doing it on animals and plants.  

GC: we have become the Annunaki.   

Ian: history repeats itself so we are repeating something from them. 

GC: now we are facing all the ethical issues of creating a species. How about its 

consciousness? Am I responsible for caring for it?  What if it goes wayward? 

There are a lot of issues. 

Ian: do you think in the future when we are going to create avatars like robots, do 

you think they will become self-aware?  Do you think there will be some war 

between us and them like we see in the movies today?  

GC: I think that is happening now for those of us who are waking up from the 

enslavement.  It took me a large part of my life to do that.  I am really surprised 

how long it took to break the godspell and break out of the matrix and figure out 

what was going on.  I want to climb back in a hole and take the blue pill (of 

unknowing in the movie, The Matrix).  It took me a long time and I was trying so it 

is not easy. You can’t wake someone else up out of the matrix. 
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Ian: years ago you were developing artificial intelligence. What is going on with 

you when you see it now?  How do you feel about it? 

GC: I feel used because I was a really smart person and I was used to put some of 

my intelligence into autonomous vehicles and basically gave them survival 

capabilities that humans would have and a machine wouldn’t have. I don’t feel 

good about that.  I really don’t.  I was also tricked into building amfag(?) covers 

and compressors for the high-definition capabilities of video and audio on the 

predator drone.  I was told they were commercial programs.  When I found this out 

I flipped.  I want people to listen to me.  One of them was the ex-president of 

NASA whose name is Dan Golden.  You are a lying bastard, Dan, and I hope you 

get the Karma you deserve for creating such a thing that can kill people remotely 

like a predator drone.  

GC: the intelligence is being put into machines without man in the loop.  To them 

man is in the loop because he is driving the joy stick of the thing. This is horrible 

stuff that is happening.  The latest thing I saw was is robots like the ones from 

Boston dynamics.  They are asking what the ethical requirements would be for 

them so that they could put the robots into a battlefield and turn them loose.  This 

has gone all the way to the movie, The Terminator. We don’t want to waste human 

life in conflict but because of what has happened now in our ability to issue 

intelligence and such, they could create weapons that are full spectrum dominance.  

GC: That is already here…it’s real, it’s now. That is very disturbing, but if you go 

back in history when the Annunaki were arguing about ‘meat’ (humans) versus 

tools in the gold mines, Enlil wanted tools and Enki chose ‘biological meat.’  

Maybe that was for expeditious reasons.    There was a whole argument over that – 

the biology versus tools.  Right now it looks to me that now the Annunaki have 

decided that humans are a lot of trouble. They are replacing them in car factories 

with automation and robots.  I think eventually all manual labor that needs 

precision no human will be able to work there.  

GC: I think eventually humans will be involved in social activities and making 

spectacle theatre to entertain the powers that be that are running the New World 

Order.  But they certainly are not going to be in the main loop for a resource 

gallery.  That is what I think.  Look, there was an article yesterday on an Australian 

company with one of the largest gold mines in the world.  They have now taken all 

their trucks and put robotic systems on them. There is no human driving these 

trucks...its happening, even in the gold mines. 
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Ian: those are the new Igigi workers.  

GC: that is full circle.  Look at the tunnel borers and things like that. They can bore 

kilometers underground and the tunnels are so big you can drive 2 semi-trucks side 

by side.  We are full on with the capability of mining on this planet. 

Ian: what are your thoughts on Nikola Tesla and Werner von Braun?  When they 

were asked where they got their information Werner von Braun said he got his 

information from aliens.  But Tesla said he got it from the Akashic records.  

GC: the Akashic records is very similar to what we call this channeling of 

universal consciousness.   Let’s do Werner von Braun.  He was a rocket genius in 

Germany and they him to build rockets for war and he got really good at it.  At the 

end of WWII he was brought over as a chief scientist for our NASA program under 

Operation Paperclip.  I think he was exposed to the Sign of the Eagle who running 

Germany, using eugenics and trying to take over the world.  That is more likely 

Enlil with some real skirmishes with Marduk.  I think both Marduk and Enlil were 

involved with that and neither one of them could have given Werner von Braun the 

information.  

GC: but I think it was Enlil and the reason why is come back to the US in the 

1950s.  In my book Mercury, 7
th
 Planet Rising, I gave a table of the weapons 

program that started right after Operation Paperclip (bringing the German 

Scientists to the US after WWII) came here.  Almost every weapon had to do with 

intercontinental missiles and had Greek gods’ names on them.  The majority of 

them had Zeus’ name on them and that was Enlil.  I believe he was the one that 

brought Werner von Braun over and said he was going to be part of Operation 

Paperclip.  That is just my theory. 

GC: Tesla discovered that energy moving through the planet, because of the nature 

of the cloud cover that surrounds and strikes the planet thousands of times a day, 

basically there is a big capacitor between the core of the earth and as you rise up to 

the clouds.  If you have an antenna that is sticking up, it is going to get more 

ionized for the top as you leave the ground, naturally, because of the capacitors. 

The positive charge is on the ions in the cloud layers in our atmosphere, and the 

negative pole is in the earth.  If you knew this and you put up little antennas, you 

could have a DC energy between two points all the time and have a circuit like that 

through the coil like Tesla was doing, you could produce electricity for free. We 

could still do that.   
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GC: As a matter of fact, there were constructs of Tesla antennas all over buildings 

in Europe and in Slovenia where you are from.   They were in old Europe which 

was used for energy.  They got stripped out when the robber baron bankers came in 

and decided everybody had to pay for electricity/ I think Tesla meditated and got in 

touch with universal consciousness that made him a creative genius.  It’s just like 

Leonardo Da Vinci.   

Ian: the same thing—they didn’t write down ideas.  

GC: they were Renaissance people… I’m honored to help.  You want to help those 

in life who want to help themselves and you cannot save or wake anyone up.  All 

you can do is share your path and let them decide what they want to do.  You don’t 

even share it unless there is an interest there. If no one is interested you would not 

stand there and lecture them. That is casting your pearls before the swine.  It 

honors me when people like you want to know the truth and I’m willing to tell it.   

GC: All I can tell is my map and what happened to me and what I discovered.  I 

discovered all three religions were fake because of the relationship of the 

Annunaki in the city of Ur when I found out who Enlil really was. That was a head 

spinner for me.  Why people don’t see that, I don’t know.  Read The Lamentations 

of Ur.  I included that in my book, 7
th
 Planet, Mercury Rising.  This is an original 

document talking about a father and a son right before he (the father) nukes the city 

of the son for some reason and removes kingship from there.  This is horrible stuff.  

Ian: it is quite obvious that there was some nuclear weapon used.   

GC: that is a whole other thing and that is why Marduk ended up with pre-

eminence in the region.  You are seeing what is happening in the world right now.  

Are the Annunaki bringing this in as a reset just like the 3
rd

 version of the Matrix 

movie? Are we about to see our holographic reset in a new version of primitive 

worker rolled out?  Maybe they are going to be hybrids, maybe they will be 

robots…I don’t know.  Something is afoot and we are very close to a nuclear clock 

going off. You have pandemics all over the world, locust plagues, economic 

collapse, the whole world is falling apart and it is not very supportive for avatars 

right now.  

Ian: I think everything for humanity is changing rapidly. For the most part of a 

couple of centuries we were living in the dark ages.  Then suddenly 200 years ago 

there was the industrial revolution.  We have technology that we cannot even 

imagine. Why is this happening so suddenly and rapidly?  We humans have had 
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the same knowledge and the same brains.  So why all of a sudden did we become 

so much more intelligent? 

GC: I think it has to do with the location of our solar system relative to the galactic 

center and I say that every single time. This goes back to the diagrams from Swami 

Yukteswar in the book, Holy Science. It describes the wake up and sleep cycles for 

human consciousness.  We are in that place where the Mayans said we would 

experience universal consciousness as of 2012. Isn’t that what is happening? We 

are discovering there is a big universe out there and other life out there and we are 

not alone.  We are discovering universal consciousness.  We are not just ‘meat’ but 

we are energy and we are eternal. This is just a temporary experience.  We are 

learning all that stuff in this space right now.  I think that is fantastic. Had I not 

discovered this I can’t imagine going on seeing what is going on this planet that we 

avatars were never meant to see in our evolutionary process path what is going on 

right now.  

Ian: I thank you for the time and it has been an honor listening to you.  Thank you 

for what you are doing.  You are bringing a lot of life to the world.  

GC: I hope all the people you share this with are bolstered and made into spiritual 

warriors that are unafraid to speak their truth.  Right now we need a lot of 

that…people speaking their truth and standing up and saying this is who they are 

and this is what they think. You can do this to me and I will die with honor. I won’t 

die enslaved in your system. I will die with honor the way I was created by the 

Creator of All to live.  You can live a more dignified life without fear once you 

take that red pill. It’s very uncomfortable when you look at the truth of what is 

going on. You have to do it; hiding out from the truth just makes you a victim that 

perpetuates that more for you.   

 

************  
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From Lynn: The following information is an alternative source but 

discusses many of the same individuals as those in the preceding 

interview. 

*******  
 

UPDATED 13 MAY, 2021 - 03:56 KATRINA SISOWATH 

Goddess Ninkharsag—Ancient Powerful 

Mother who Faded into The Holy Ghost 
 

The tale of our creation we know from the Bible is only half the story—one 
which has been heavily edited. But have you ever wondered how god created 
male and female in his image? There are other sources that give alternate 
accounts, filling in missing details or answering questions raised by reading 
Genesis. The Jews wrote their religious texts while in captivity in Babylon, 
using the Sumerian and Assyrian tales of gods and goddesses as a basis, 
and then amending them to fit their own mythology and religion. It is in the 
Sumerian/Babylonian tales we find a different perspective on a well-known 
story. 
 
The Anunnaki – A Different Version of a Well-Known Story 
In ancient myth Enki and Enlil were known as two half-brothers fighting for 
control over Earth, with their father, Anu, undecided as to who should succeed 
him. Their half-sister was Sud, and she was held in the highest esteem by 
the Anunnaki, and had her own base of power on a sacred mountain, Eridu. 

https://www.ancient-origins.net/users/katrina-sisowath
https://www.ancient-origins.net/human-origins-religions/sumerian-seven-top-ranking-gods-sumerian-pantheon-007787
https://www.ancient-origins.net/unexplained-phenomena/anunnaki-ancient-astronaut-theory-021716
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The Sumerian Pantheon. ( Fredsvenn) 

It was said the tradition among the Anunnaki was to secure the bloodlines 
through mating half-siblings (never full-blooded siblings). So even if a male 
produced an heir with his concubine or wife, if he then had a son with his half-
sister, that child would be the heir presumptive. 
 
This was the base of the disagreement between Enki and Enlil, which we 
see replicated in the story of Abraham and his sons. Abraham had a child with 
Hagar, and their son Ishmael was the eldest and should have been the heir, 
but his wife Sarah was, according to some accounts, Abraham’s half-sister and 
so their son Isaac had precedence. 

o Sobeknefru, Powerful Pharaoh and Queen of the Dragon Court 
o The origins of human beings according to ancient Sumerian texts 

 
Whether it was to keep the family together and bring peace to the warring 
brothers, or because she had plans for her own descendants, Sud mated with 
both Enki and Enlil, producing heirs. The result was such that the next 
generation found themselves continuing the dispute and quite often Sud had 
to be called in to settle wars. 
 
As a result of her peace efforts and in acknowledgement of her 
accomplishments as a scientist, including the creation of humans, she was 
given the honorific ‘Lady of Life’, or Mammu/Mama and became known from 
then on as Ninkharsag. She is the mother-goddess that we know in many 
forms, (though not Mother-Earth, which is Tiamat or Gaia), the creator of life 
whose milk nourishes kings. 

https://aratta.wordpress.com/2015/04/15/the-sumerian-pantheon/
https://www.ancient-origins.net/myths-legends-asia/powerful-enki-epic-sumerian-babylonian-and-akkadian-deity-008141
https://www.ancient-origins.net/history-famous-people/sobeknefru-powerful-pharaoh-and-queen-dragon-court-002753
https://www.ancient-origins.net/human-origins-folklore/origins-human-beings-according-ancient-sumerian-texts-0065
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Akkadian cylinder seal impression depicting a vegetation goddess, possibly Ninhursag, sitting on a throne 

surrounded by worshippers (circa 2350-2150 BC). ( Public Domain ) 
 

Ninkharsag and the Creation of Humanity 
As far as we know, legend indicates her motives in creating humans were 
unselfish. The Anunnaki wanted servants to do the menial tasks for them on 
Earth and so it fell to Ninkharsag and Enki to create these beings. After some 
time, Enki was not satisfied with their creation who “ate out of troughs like 
sheep” and wanted to give them more intelligence. Ninkharsag agreed and 
their experiments were eventually successful, though Enlil was outraged at 
what they had done, accusing them of making men “like Gods.” 
 
While Ninkharsag’s motives were said to have been for the best —seeking to 
better the lives of their servants and give them intelligence with the hope they 
may have fulfilling lives—Enki was a little more complicated. 
He needed soldiers, and in the texts, he and one of his sons outfitted and 
trained humans to wage war , which implies this is the fundamental reason 
for mankind’s willingness to war on behalf of ‘God’; it was supposedly 
ingrained into our ancestors at the moment of their awakening. It is apparent 
that though Enki may have bred soldiers, he was preferable as Earth’s ruler 
from humanity’s point of view, than his harsh and tyrannical brother. 
 
As a result of the back and forth between the two brothers, Ninkharsag found 
herself siding with Enki more and more, and despising Enlil’s treatment of the 
humans, whom she loved. Every time they suffered, either as a result of war or 
natural disaster, she would weep as though for her own children. 
 
The Goddess Loses Her Position 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Mesopotamian_-_Cylinder_Seal_-_Walters_42564_-_Impression.jpg
https://www.ancient-origins.net/news-history-archaeology/scant-evidence-early-prehistoric-people-warlike-020251
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So, how did she lose her position? The mythological record states the war of 
arms became a war of ideology as mankind continued to grow in spite of 
Enlil’s efforts at population control. As man diversified, most found 
themselves in two camps: Enki, whose dominion was Magan, or Egypt, and 
Enlil, who had moved his power base from Sumer to what we know today as 
Jerusalem. All three were old by that time, and Ninkharsag was mockingly 
being referred to as “an old cow” behind her back by the other Anunnaki, 
though she still had power. 
 
Enlil, however, felt himself betrayed—by his brother Enki not accepting his 
claim to the throne, and by Ninkharsag taking his side. Also he felt deceived by 
their creation of intelligent humans starting with Eve, and by Innana (often 
mistaken for Ninkharsag, but a different female), who ransacked his ‘Holy of 
Hollies’ in her quest to dominate the earth. 

 
Inanna, the most prominent female deity in ancient Mesopotamia on the Ishtar 

Vase. ( Public Domain ) 
 
We get the sense that Enlil becomes embittered by these setbacks and that 
this anger passes to his sons and grandsons, and the ideas spread, even to 
some of Enki’s sons. It was this, through an amalgamation of the different 

https://www.ancient-origins.net/myths-legends/descent-inanna-underworld-5500-year-old-literary-masterpiece-007296
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ishtar_vase_Louvre_AO17000-detail.jpg
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Sumerian Gods, that the figure of Yahweh is said to have come into being—
one whose followers proclaimed that he wanted supremacy over all, declaring 
that man should have no other gods but him, and decreeing the others to be 
“demons”. 
 
Though ancient texts say Enki was figuratively cast out of the Pantheon as the 
serpent, and Eve and Lillith demonized for their demonstration of will, it was 
still difficult for the priesthood to supplant Ninkharsag, who had become the 
middle-eastern Asherah ( Astarte), the partner of El. 

 
Called ‘Lady of Galera.’ Phoenician figure representing an ancient Mideastern 

deity, probably the goddess Astarte. (Luis Garcia/ CC BY 3.0 ) 
 
In many places in the Old Testament, there were prophets begging the people 
to forget Asherah, and threatening god’s wrath and punishment for 
disobedience. Yet worship of the Mother was ingrained in them. 

o Asherah: God’s Forgotten Wife 
o The Mystical Arslan Tash Amulets: Protection From Night 

Demons 

 
For example, the book of Jasher (who was the personal staff-bearer to Moses) 
which tells us the story of the Exodus, but from a different perspective, says 

https://www.ancient-origins.net/news-history-archaeology/yahweh-idol-0014056
https://www.ancient-origins.net/myths-legends/lilith-ancient-demon-dark-deity-or-sex-goddess-005908
https://www.ancient-origins.net/news-history-archaeology/enigmatic-phaistos-disc-may-be-ancient-hymn-astarte-goddess-love-004970
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Dama_de_Galera_(M.A.N._Madrid)_01.jpg
https://www.ancient-origins.net/human-origins-religions/asherah-0010611
https://www.ancient-origins.net/artifacts-other-artifacts/arslan-tash-amulets-0014156
https://www.ancient-origins.net/artifacts-other-artifacts/arslan-tash-amulets-0014156
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that it was not Moses, but Miriam who was the spiritual leader of the tribes. At 
that point the Jews did not worship Jehovah, but Asherah, who was 
symbolized as a golden cow. 
 
It was a struggle for Moses to wean his people away from the worship of 
Asherah and he had to resort to imprisoning Miriam, yet it still took hundreds 
of years during which time Yahweh and Asherah were worshipped together, 
before the priests were able to stop the worship of the goddess. 

 
The Adoration of the Golden Calf. (1633) ( Public Domain ) 

 
It was not until their captivity in Babylon that the followers of Yahweh, who 
despised the influence of Asherah, took advantage of the vast libraries and 
texts to create their own religious texts—rewriting their history in the 
process. ‘God’ became a single being, creating man and woman in ‘his’ image. 
What happened to Ninkharsag/Asherah? She could not be completely erased, 
so they rendered her ethereal, inconsequential. She was acknowledged as 
holy, yet held no personality, no voice, no force of will, or identity. In the end 
she became, literally, a ghost. 
 
Top Image: Detail of Painting ‘Astarte Syriaca.’ (1881) Source: Public Domain 
By Katrina Sisowath 
Updated on May 13, 2021. 
References 

o  
***************  

Following are links to other Gerald Clark videos.   

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:GoldCalf.jpg
https://www.ancient-origins.net/human-origins-religions/asherah-0010611
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Astarte_Syriaca.jpg
https://www.ancient-origins.net/users/katrina-sisowath
javascript:;
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0421-2015  Gerald Clark Thoth Origins, Atlantis Destroyed, Mission Egypt 

(Multimedia Version) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cz0GTPYSiichttps://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=cz0GTPYSiic 

1111-2016  The Anunnaki Series S1E2: Mayan Realm of the Wizard Kings 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mix16bQzrEg 

0812-2018  Poseidon's Undersea Atlantis City Tour with Gerald Clark 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=byk-Mue0rnc 

0824-2018  Anunnaki Genesis: The Enuma Elish with Gerald Clark 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d9HqTNeLk4Q 

This is an excerpt taken from my second book "The 7th Planet Mercury Rising" 

chapter 2. The underwater submarine model was created by Gerald Clark as I 

could not find one online. The planetary animations were created for the "Final 

Theory" and 7-Episode Gravity Series on my premier channel. Enjoy 

 

0229-2020  Are The Annunaki Behind The New World Order? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xgEAhva9pZM 

The Anunnaki (also transcribed as Anunaki, Annunaki, Anunna, Ananaki, and 

other variations) are a group of deities who appear in the mythological traditions of 

the ancient Sumerians, Akkadians, Assyrians, and Babylonians.
[1]

 Descriptions of 

how many Anunnaki there were and what role they fulfilled are inconsistent and 

often contradictory. In the earliest Sumerian writings about them, which come 

from the Post-Akkadian period, the Anunnaki are the most powerful deities in the 

pantheon, descendants of An and Ki, the god of the heavens and the goddess of 

earth, and their primary function is to decree the fate of Sumerians. 

 

0926-2017--https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xgEAhva9pZM 

Nibiru and Bible Prophecy  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mix16bQzrEg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=byk-Mue0rnc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d9HqTNeLk4Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xgEAhva9pZM
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sumerian_religion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akkadian_Empire
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assyria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Babylonian_religion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anunnaki#cite_note-FOOTNOTEBlackGreen199234-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pantheon_(religion)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anu
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ki_(goddess)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time_and_fate_deities
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xgEAhva9pZM
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RIW6dDwHskM&feature=emb_rel_end 

Given all the hype over Sept 23rd and Bible prophecy, thought it was time to make 

a comment about my understanding of what it all means. Essentially I see a battle 

plan for the control of the Age of Aquarius by those that are not in line to rule. 

Enlil makes prophecy about when Nibiru-Marduk returns in the sign of Virgo at 

which time his son Ninurta, born with Ninmah, is being pushed to be the new light 

bearer for the age (AKA Apollo). Apollyon is the same one mentioned in 

Revelations that has the keys to the abyss and lets all the demons free from the 

Euphrates prison where they are being held. Marduk is portrayed as the Red 

Dragon (he named Nibiru after himself in the Enuma Elish OBV) and smote Enlil 

taking over Lord of the Earth rank 50 circa 2000 BCE. Enlil holds long standing 

grudges and is intonating with the prophecy (1/3 stars flung from the heavens) that 

Marduk is the blame when all hell breaks loose due to climate changes caused by 

the incoming constellation. Thus, Marduk and Ninurta are vying for the Lucifer 

title, although Marduk appears to be holding his own. That is how I see it, I think 

the Enkiites will prevail and the age of Aquarius will be overseen by Thoth-

Ningishzidda, as foretold in the Emerald Tablets, number 12. Chase your dream 

and die happy and fulfilled is my recommendation. 

 

0301-2018—Abrahamic Religions 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ygSDL7qdvA 

A Facebook member, Ray Kendric, of the 7th Planet Broadcasting Group, asked 

me to do a piece on religions. Who, where, when and why. The result is a single 

show unscripted about where I stand today and how I got there. Some key pieces 

were left out due to time, I recommend listening to the Mauro Biglino interview I 

did with him about the Vatican knowing that all the Hebrew docs were taken from 

the Sumer cuneiform tablets and edited specifically for the Jewish people, not the 

world as happened. Also, for clarification, my research shows that an offspring of 

Enki plays the savior role with the dying and rising god ritual 3+day winter solstice 

timing. Ningishzidda-Thoth, Mithra, Horus, all played this role to raise the 

consciousness of the enslaved primitive workers, with many playing the god/tyrant 

roles in the records. Also recommend listening to the Anonymous message from 

Enki also on my channel with a perspective on his son Marduk. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RIW6dDwHskM&feature=emb_rel_end
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ygSDL7qdvA
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http://www.geraldclark77.com/ 

http://www.geraldclark77.com/

